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To comprehend a passage, readers and listeners (whon1 we refer to as "con1prehenders") must build a mental representation of that passage. The Structure
Buildi11g Fratne,vork (Gernsbacher, 1990; J991; 1995; 1997) describes a fe,v of the
general cognitive processes and niechanisms that cornprehenders use to build such
a representation. According to the Structure Building Fra1nework, the goal of
con1prehension is to build coherent mental "structures" and "substructures." These
stntctures and substn1ctures represent clauses, sentences, and passages. They are
coherent in the sense that they share the main idea of the text, either locally or
globally. This main idea is \vhat is often called the topic, theme or "aboutness" of
the text. Hence, the theme or topic of a passage is the main idea in the mental
representation of that passage. It is therefore not surprising tl1at ilie more coherent
a passage is, tl1e easier it is to build a coherent mental representation.
Comprehenders build each mental structure by first laying foundations
(Carreiras, Gernsbacher, and Villa, 1995; Gernsbacher and Hargreaves, 1988;
Gernsbacher at1d Hargreaves, 1992; Gernsbacher, Hargreaves, and Beeman, 1989).
Then, comprehenders develop a n1ental structure by n1apping incoming information onto tlle structure, \vhen the incoming infonnation coheres \vith the previous
infonnation (Deaton and Gernsbacher, in press; Gernsbacher, 1996; Gernsbacher
and Giv6n, 1995; Gernsbacher a11d Robertson, 1992; Haenggi, Gernsbacher, and
Bolliger, 1993; Haenggi, Kintsch, and Gernsbacher, 1995). However, if the incom-
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ing i11fonuation is less coherent, comprehenders shift and initiate a ne\V substructure (Foertsch and Gernsbacher, 1994; Gernsbacher, 1985).
If \Ve look at the construction of the the1ue in the text, \Ve see the follo\ving:
In tern1s of the Structure Building Fra1nework, the the1ne of the text is initially
forn1ed in the processing stage of laying a foundation. It is in that stage
co1nprehenders fonn hypotheses of \vhat the te>..1: is about. In the next stage of the
co1nprehension, con1prehenders either n1ap thematic infonnation onto their
foundational hypothesis, or they shift to lay the foundation for another hypothesis. We may assun1e that constructing a the1ne (building the hypothesis) \Vill
initially take more time than confirming it on the basis of incon1ing information.
Furthern1ore, processing incon1ing infonnation that confirn1s the hypothesis
should be n1ore rapid than processing inforn1ation that requires a revision of the
hypothesis or even a new hypothesis. Again, this can be fully explained by the
Structure Building Fran1ework: Laying a foundation \vill indeed consume additional 1nental effort. Furthermore, the process of 1napping requires considerably
less 111ental effort than the process of shifting.
Then1es can be constructed at different levels of the text. The classic distinction is bet\·veen local and global themes, the forn1er operating at a clausal level, the
latter at a discourse level. At the sentence level the "the1ne" is the sentence topic,
often associated \vith subjectness or leftness (initial position) (Halliday, 1967).
Gernsbacher and Hargreaves (1988) discovered such a processing advantage, \vhat
they called the Advantage of First Mention in sentences. At a niore global level,
the111es can be found in paragraphs. Paragraphs are characterized by their the01atic unity (cf. Hinds, 1977). The the1ne or topic of the paragraph can usually be
found at dle beginning of the paragraph (Hinds, 1980). Again, die effect of
Advantage of First Mention can be found in clauses too, as has been sho\vn by
Gernsbacher, Hargreaves, a11d Beeo1an (1989). At larger sections like as episodes
ilie san1e effect can be found. T he reading tiJnes of the beginning sentence of an
episode are considerably higher than dlose for od1er sentences (Haberlandt, 1984).
In fact, Haberlandt's results demonstrate that average reading tin1es for the first
episode are longer than for the second episode. In short, dlere is evidence dlat the
111ain idea of sections in the text, be it sentences, paragraphs or episodes, are
expressed in the beginning of these sections. Clearly, dlis is what can be expected
in tenns of the Structure Building Frame\vork.. In laying a foundation additional
1nental effort is needed to bui.ld the theme of the text. T he Advantage of First
Mention predicts that the fust part of a section is ntore accessible front
comprehenders' n1ental representations. After the foundation has been laid, the
co1nprehender maps thematic information onto the 1nental representation or
shifts to a new dlematic concept. The research we present in this chapter focused
on the cognitive process we refer to as 1napping.
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According to the Structure Buildi11g Frame1vork, co1nprehenders 1vill map
inco1ning inforn1ation onto a 1nental structure when that incon1ing inforn1ation
coheres 1vith the previous infor1nation. Mapping incoming infonnation onto an
existing structure o r substructure takes less cognitive effort than shifting to initiate
a new structure or substru cture. Mapping inco n1ing infonnation onto an existing
structure or substructure results in the incon1ing info nnation bein g represented in
the san1e structure or substru cture as previously con1prehended inforn1ation. So,
according to the Structure Building Frame1vork, incon1ing infonnation that
coheres with previous info rn1ation 1vill be 111ap ped onto the 111ental structure that
represents the previous info rmation. But 1vhat do 1ve n1ean by coherence?
Dictio naries define coherence as "consis tency," "continuity," and "coo rdination." Language researchers identify at least four sources of coherence in
d.iscourse: referential coherence, 1vhich is consistency in 1vho or 1vhat is being
discussed; ten1poral coherence, 1vhich is consistency in 111hen the events that a.re
being discussed occur; locational coherence, 1vhich is consistency in 1vhere these
events occur; and causal coherence, which is consistency in 1vhy these events occur.
The theme is expressed by the '\.vho" and "what" of the text, rather than the
"where" and '\vhy", although the latter do support the fonner. This 1vould niean
that a psycholinguistic study of theme should focus on referential coherence.
Referential coherence is the type of coherence 1ve therefore explored in the experin1ents we present here. T1vo utterances can be considered referentially coherent and
thus share the1natic info rmation if they refer to the sa1ne people, places or things.
So, one 1vay to signal referential coherence is sitnply to repeat a 1vord or
phrase, for instance, repeating the 1vords, the authors, it1 the follo1ving two
sentences, The authors 1vere trying to illustrate their point. The authors 1vere using
an exnn1ple. ln these hvo sentences, the repeated use of the 1vords, the authors,
suggests that the persons who 1vere tryit1g to illustrate their point 1vere also the
persons 1vho 1vere using an exa1nple. Ho1vever, n1erely repea ting a word does not
ensure referential coherence; the 1vord must refer to the san1e concept. For
mstance, these hvo sentences both contain the sa1ne words: A reader 1vns getting
the point. A render 1vns getting bored. Ho1vever, it is unclear 1vhether the reader
1vho 1vas gettjng the point was also the reader 1vho was getting bo red. If, ho1vever,
the definite article the replaces the indefinite article a in the second sentence, A
reader 1vas getting the point. The reader was getting bored, this unfo rtunate situation
is 1nore apparent. Indeed, the definite a1ticle the can signal co- reference even
when the no un it modifies is o nly a synony1n of the previously n1entioned noun,
for instance, A reader 1vas getting bored. The member of the cultural elite put down
the journal article and picked up a copy o/ Harper's.
These examples illustrate how the English defi11ite article the can signal
referential coherence. Indeed, linguists and psycholinguists argue that the definite
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article the indicates that the referent is "given:" the referent has been previously
nieutioned and its identity is kt10\vn to the con1prehender (Bock, 1977; Grieve,
1973; Haviland and Clark, 1974; Harris, 1974; Osgood, 1971 ).
For instance, lnvin, Bock, and Stanovich (1982: 308) \vrite that "an important
fi.u1ction of the article accompanying a referring e>.-pression is to indicate \vhether
the expression has the same referent as info nnation presented earlier in the
discourse. In this capacity, the definite article the 1naJ·ks o ld, given, or presupposed
infonnation, \vhile the indefinite article a marks new o r asserted infonnation."
Sin1ilarly, Murphy (1984:489) \v rites that "a definite reference \VilJ in fact pick
out ... son1ething that has been 111entioned in the discourse or that is present in
the [speakers' or \vriters' environmental) context (Clark and l\llarshall, 1981).
Usually indefinite references introduce a new entity i.nto the conversation. When
the listener hears an i.ndefinite article ... , he or she can guess that a new entity is
being rnentioned."
In the research \Ve present here, we investigated \vhether the definite article
the acts as a cue to 1nap the1natic information onto the san1e 1nentaJ structure.
The starting point for our research was de Villiers' (1974) study. In de Villiers'
(1974) experilnents, t\vo groups of subjects heard the sa1ne set of 17 sentences. For
one group of subjects, the sentences occurred \vith only indefinite articles, for
exan1ple: A store contained a row of cages. A man bought a dog. A child •vanted an
animal. A father drove to his house. A cottage stood near a park. For tl1e otl1er group
of subjects, the satne sentences occurred, but tl1e indefinite articles \vere replaced
\Vith the definite article the, for exaJnple: The man bought the dog. The child •vanted

the animal. The father drove to his house.
When the sentences were presented with indefinite articles, subjects \Vere
niore likely to interpret then1 as independent sentences t11at referred to multiple
people and unconnected events. In contrast, when t11e sentences were presented
\vith definite articles, subjects \Vere niore likely to interpret then1 as for1ning a
coherent story in which the san1e persons and events 1vere referred to repeatedly.
These data by de Villiers (1974) suggest that the definite article the signals
referential coherence.
The question we explored in o ur own research was whet her this signal of
referential coherence cues the structure b uilding process of 1napping in general
and of mappi11g then1atic info rmation in particular. If so, then sentences like
de ViUiers (1974) presented should be read mo re rapidly when they contain
the definite article the than \vhen they contain indefinite articles. According to
the Structure Building Fran1ework, nlapping incon1ing infonnation onto a
developing structure or substructure takes less cognitive effort than shifting to
initiate a ne\V structure or substru cture. We tested th.is hypothesis in our first
experi.rnent.
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Experin1ent I
Our experin1ental sti1uuli comprised 10 different sets of sentences. Each set
contained 14, 15, 16, or 17 sentences. We presented these sentences to nvo groups
of subjects. One group of24 subjects read aJJ the sentences with i11definite articles,
and the other group of 24 subjects read the sentences \vitJ1 the definite article the.
For exaiuple, one group of subjects read the follo\ving set of sentences:
(l) Some siblings were happy to be together.
(2) A road was icy and slick
(3) A family stopped to rest.
(4) A cafe \vas alrnost deserted.
(5) A waitress took the o rder.
(6) A driver left to get gas.
{7) A 1nan slipped and fell in a parking lot.
(8) A sister \vatched through a \vindow.
(9) A gas station \Vas nearby.
(10) An attendant rushed out of a building.
(11) A. stranger helped a brother.
(12) ,'\ 1nan \VaJked slowly.
{13) A group stayed for a night.
(14) ,.\ trip \Vas postponed.
The other group of subjects read the follovving set of sentences:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

The siblings \Vere happy to be together
The road \vas icy and slick.
The fa1nily stopped to rest.
The cafe was alrnost deserted.
The \vaitress took ilie order.
The driver left to get gas.
The man slipped and fell in the parking lot.
The sister watched through the window.
The gas station \vas nearby.
(IO) The attendant rushed o ut of the building.
(11) The stranger helped the brother.
( 12) The 1nan 1valked slowly.
{13) The group stayed for the night.
(14) The trip was postponed.
v\le n1easured ho\v long the hvo groups of subjects spent reading each sentence. If
the definite article the cues con1prehenders to 1nap, then the sentences should have
been read 1nore rapidly \Vhen they contained the definite article the than when
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they contained indefinite articles. In addition, after subjects read each set of
sentences they \vrote down \vhat they coul d ren1ember fron1 the sentences they
just read. If the definite article the cues comprehenders to n1ap, then the subjects
\vho read the sentences \vith the definite article the should have been n1ore likely
to \Vrite sentences that suggested that the sentences had been integrated into o ne
1ne111ory representation.

Method
Subjects. Forty-eight undergraduate students at the University of Oregon participated to partially fulfill a course require1nent. AJI subjects were native An1erican
English speakers. T\venty-four subjects \Vere rando1nly assigned to the indefinite
condition, and 24 were randornJy assigned to the definite condition.

Materials. 'Ale wrote 10 different sets of sentences, n1odeled after the o ne set of
sentences used by de Villiers (1974). Two sets contained 14 sentences; two sets
contained 15 sentences, four sets contained 16 sentences; and t\vo sets contained
17 sentences. The sentences ranged in length frorn four to eleven >vords.
Each set of sentences introduced nvo to three main characters >vho were subsequently re1nentioned. Sornetin1es tl1e main characters >vere rernentioned with a
verbatim repetition, for exan1ple, The nian slipped and fell in the parking lot. The
nian 1valked sloivly. O ther tiJ:nes the Jnain characters \>Vere re1nentioned \vith a
different tern1, for example, The driver left to get gas. The n1an slipped and fell in
the parking lot. or Th e attendant rushed out of the building. Th e stranger helped the
brother. Each set of sentences also introduced one or two peripheral characters
\Vho \Vere not ren1entiooed, for exan1ple, The 1vaitress took the order.
We created two versions of each set of sentences by 1naking all the articles in o ne
version indefuute (a, an, and, some), and all the articles in the other version
defu1ite (the). Each of the t\VO subject groups read only o ne versio n of the 10
sentence sets, either the version containing all indefinite articles or the version
containing the definite article the. Both groups of subjects read the sentence sets
in the san1e order.

Procedure. At the beginning of the experin1ent the subjects read instructions from
a co1nputer monitor. T he instructions infonned subjects that their task \Vas to
read several sets of sentences. They \Vere told that tJ1e ti1ne they spent reading each
sentence \>Vould be recorded b ut that they sho uld read at their natural pace. The
subjects were also told that after they read each set of sentences they \>Vould be
required to write down as much as they could re1nen1ber frorn the set of sentences
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they just read. They \Vere told that the mo re that they could re1nember the better
and they sho uld \vrite d own anything they could remen1ber.
Before the first sentence of each set appeared, the subjects were \varned by the
word READY? , \vhich appeared on the con1puter mo nitor. When the subjects
pressed a respo nse butto n to indicate that they \Vere ready, the \VOrd READY?
disappeared , and the first sentence o f the set appeared. Each sentence \vas displayed
in the center of t he computer 1nonitor. When subjects firlished reading each
senten ce, they pressed a response button, and t11e next sentence of tha t set appeared.
At the end o f each set o f sentences, the following 1nessage appeared on the
co111puter n1o n.i tor: P lease \vrite in your packet as 111uch as you can re1nen1ber
fro n1 this last set of sentences. When yo u are finished \vriting down as 1nuch as
you can ren1en1ber, press the res ponse button to continue. Subjects \vere given a
1naxi111un1 o f five n1inutes to recall as 111uch as they could re1nen1ber.
Each sentence (or partial sentence) that the subjects \Vro te \Vas coded into o ne
o f eight categori es: verbatim, nearly verbatiin, synonyn1 verbatun, referential
verbatim, prono un verbatim, partial, paraphrased, and integrative. An exarnple o f
each category is given u1 Table I.

Table I. Exan1ple coding for s ubjects' recall of sentences in Experi1nent I.
ORIGINAL SENTENCE: T he nian slipped and fell in the parking lot.
Verbatim: The 1nan slipped and fell in the par ki ng lot.
Nearly Verbatim: The nlaJl fell in the parking lot.
Synonym Verbatim: The nian slid 311d fell in th e parki ng lo t.
Referential Verbatim: The driver sli pped an d fell in the pa rking lot.
Pronoun Verbatin1: He slipped and fell in the parkin g lot.
Partial: The nian slipped.
Paraphrased: The guy was walki ng and slip ped on the ice.
O RI GINAL SENTENCES:
The driver left to get gas.
The nian slipped and fell in the parki ng lot.
The attendant rushed o ut of the bu ilding.
The stranger helped the brother.
Integrative 2: The man was going to get gas, and o n his way to the car he slipped and fell.
Integrative 3: The nian was go ing to get gas, and o n his way to the car he slipped and felJ
and the attendant rushed out.
Integrative 4: The man was go in g to get gas, and o n his \Vay to the car he slipped and fell
and the attendant rushed out to hel p hi1n.
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Verbatim sentences \Vere identical copies of the sentences that the subjects read
(i.e. , the subject \VfOte down all words of the original sentence using the exact
\vording). Nearly Verbatim sentences had the exact \vording of the original
sentence for all but one or two words; these one or t\vo words could be additions o r
deletions, but not substitutions. Synony1n Verbatiin sentences also had the exact
wording of the origi11al sentence for all but one or two vvords, and the non-verbatm1 \Vords \Vere synonyms. However, the syno nyms could not be reference terms
(e.g., writiI1g the/n attendant for the/a stranger). Referential Verbati1n sentences had
the exact \¥Ording of the original sentence for all but one or t\vo \VOrds, and the
non-verbatin1 \vords were reference tern1s. Pronoun Verbati1n senten ces had the
exact \vordi11g of the original sentence for all but o ne or two words, and the nonverbatirn \vords were pronouns. Partial sentences had rnissing or incorrect information, but at least one third of the \Vords \Vere verbati rn. Paraphrased sentences did
not have the exact \¥Ording of the original sentence, but the \Vords conveyed the
n1eaniI1g of the original sentence. Finally, Integrative sentences captured the ideas
of more than one of the original sentences. In addition, we identified how many
original sentences \Vere integrated into each mtegrative sentence. For example, an
Integrative 3 sentence captured the ideas of three of the original sentences. Two
judges coded all of the subjects' responses, and the t\vo judges agreed on 82 per cent
of the coding; the remaining codes were assigned by consensus.

Results and Conclusions
First, we analyzed the subjects' readi11g tm1e. Sentences \vere read 111ore rapidly
\Vben they contained the definite article the (M=2419 ins; SE=23.7 111s) than \Vhen
they contained indefinite articles (J\.1=2960 111s; SE=26.l n1s), F1 (I, 7478)=234; F1
(1, 155) =333; minF' (1, 873)= 137.46. These data support the hypothesis that the
definite article the cues the structure building process of 111apping.
Second, \.Ve analyzed tl1e subjects' recall perfor111ance. We found tl1at subjects
\Vrote the san1e nun1ber of sentences regardless of whether they had read the
sentences \Vith defu1ite or indefuute articles. Both groups \vrote, on the average,
8.8 sentences per sentence set. However, and nio re importantly, the types of
sentences that the subjects recalled diffe red depending on whether they had read
the sentence sets \vith definite article the or with indefinite articles.
Figure l presents the proportion of sentences of each type that subjects who
read the sentences \Vith the definite article the \.Vrote (top circle) versus the
proportion of sentences of each type that subjects \vho read the sentences \Vith
indefinite articles \Vrote (bottom circle). As Figure 1 illustrates, subjects \Vho read
the sentences \vi th the definite article the did not differ frorn subjects \Vho read the
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Figure 1. Proportion of sentences of each scorin g type \\•ritten by subjects \vho read
the sentences \Yith the definite article the (the top " pie") versus subjects \vho read
the sentences with indefinite a rticles \Vrote (the bo tto1n "pie"). Please see text for
1nore infonnation abo ut the sco ring catego ries

sentences \vith the indefinite articles in t he proportio n of Verbatim, Paraphrased,
o r Referential Verbatim sentences that they wrote (all Fs < I). Subjects \Vho read
the sentences \vith indefinite articles wrote slightly n1o re Nearly Verbatim
sentences tha.n did subjects \vho read the sentences \vith definite article the,
although this difference \vas not reliable (p > .09). Subjects \vho read the sentences
with indefinite articles did \Vrite reliably 1nore S)•nonym Verbatim sentences, F(l,
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477)=25.28, p < .0001. The greater production of Synonyn1 Verbatim sentences by
the subjects who read the sentences with indefu1ite articles was most likely because
a sentence \Vas considered a synonyn1 verbati1n sentence if the subject replaced an
indefinite article with the defulite article, a11d vice-versa. More frequently, subjects
replaced an indefinite article \Vitb tl1e defuiite article the (a pattern also reported
by Luftig, 1981 ). In addition, subjects who read the sentences \Vi th indefinite
aJ"ticles \vrote reliably more Partial sentences, F( l, 477) = 25.19, p < .0001.
In contrast, subjects who read the sentences with the defu1ite article the wrote
significantly 111ore Pronoun Verbatim sentences, F(I, 477) = 34.24, p < .0001. And
most strikingly, subjects who read the sentences with the definite article the \Vrote
significantly n1ore Integrative sentences, F(I, 477) =52.42, p < .0001, for Integrative 2 sentences; F(l , 477)= 15.80, p < .0001, for Integrative 3 sentences; and F{l,
477)=8.622, p < .0004, for Integrative 4 sentences; and F( I, 477)=84.57, p < .0001,
for all Integrative sentences. The difference benveen the nun1ber of Integrative
sentences written by subjects who read the sentences with the definite article the
versus the nun1ber of Integrative sentences written by subjects \Vho read the
sentences the indefu1ite articles \Vas tl1e largest difference \Ve observed.
The fu1ding that subjects who read the sentences \vith the definite article the
>vrote reliably n1ore integrative sentences resen1bles a finding reported by Schultz
and Kami! (1979). Prior to performing a recall version of tl1e Bransford and Franks'
(1971) "linguistic integration" task, half the subjects heard sentences tliat contained
the definite article the, and half the subjects heard sentences that contained only
indefulite articles, as typically occurs with tl1e Bransford and Franks' stimuli. The
subjects who hea.rd tlie sentences with the definite article the were n1ore likely to
recall sentences that shared the same referent consecutively (even though tliese
sentences \Vere not presented consecutively in the acquisition list). The fact tllat
subjects \vho read the sentences \vltll the article "the" \Wote sig1lificantly n1ore
integrative sentences also supports the idea the defulite article supportiJlg the
construction of tJ1emes in the text. The nlain idea in a series of sentences is integrated in one sentence particularly when referential coherence call be established.
The higher incidence of referential "clustering" in Schultz and Ka1nil's (1979)
subjects' recall and the higher incidence of integrative sentences in our subjects'
recall support the hypothesis that con1prehenders use the definite article the to
1nap sentences onto the san1e mental structure. ln our second experiment, \Ve
tested this hypothesis n1ore directly.
Experi 111e11 t 2

In Experin1ent 2, \Ve again presented 10 sets of sentences to nvo groups of
subjects. \Ne again manipulated whether the articles in the sentences \Vere
indefi1lite or the definite article the, and \Ve again 1neasured subjects' readjng tiJ11es
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for the sentences. Ho\vever, in lieu of asking subjects to recall \Vhat they ren1en1 bered after reading each set of sentences, \Ve used McKoon and Ratcliff's (1980)
prin1ing-in-item verification task to nleasure ho\v closely represented the sentences were in the subjects' mental structures.
More specifically, each tin1e subjects read t\vo sets of sentences, they perfonned a tuned-verification task on a list of test sentences. Half the sentences in
each test list \Vere "true" sentences ("old" sentences that the subjects had read in
one of the t\vo recently read sets of sentences), and ha lf sentences in each test list
were "false" ("new" sentences that the subj ects had not read in either of the t\Vo
recently read sets of senten ces). Unkt10\vn to t he subjects, the test lists \Vere
constructed so that each "tru e" or "old" sentence \vas p receded in its test list by
another "true/ old" sentence. Furthermore, half tJ1e time, the preceding "true/ old"
sentence was from the san1e set of sentences as the follo,viug "true/old" sentence,
and half the tin1e the preceding "true/old" sentence \Vas fro1n the other set of
sentences. In tl1is way, \Ve could 1neasure ho\v closely readers had n1entally
represented sentences in the sa.me set of sentences co1npared \Vith sentences in t\Vo
different sets of sentences.
Y.le predicted that subjects \Vho read the sentences with the definite article the
\vould be more likely to 1nap the sentences of each set onto the san1e mental
structure. If so, tl1en subjects who read the sentences witl1 tl1e definite article the
should have been faster to verify a "true/old" sentence \Vhen it \vas preceded by a
sentence frou1 the san1e set of sentences than w hen it \Vas preceded by a sentence
frotn a different set of sentences.

Method

Subjects. Seventy-nvo undergraduate students at the University of Oregon participated to partially fulfill a course requiren1ent. Thirty-six subjects \Vere randomly
assigned to the indefinite condition, and 36 were rando1nJy assigned to the definite
condition.

lvtaterials. The 1naterials included the I 0 sets of sentences we constructed for
Experiment I. Again, the sentences appeared in two versions: In one version all
the articles \Vere indefinite, and in the other version all the articles \Vere the
definite article the. Each of the two groups of subjects read only one version of th e
I 0 sentence sets (th e version \Vith the indefu1ite arti cles or the version \Vi th the
definite article the).
Each ti1ne that subjects finished reading nvo sets of sentences, they \Vere presented
w ith a list of test sentences. Because subjects read ten sets of sentences, they \Vere,
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therefore, presented \Vi th 5 lists of test sentences. Each list tested sentences fro111
both sets of sentences that the subjects had just co1npleted reacting. H alf the 32
test sentences in each list \Vere "true," (sentences that tl1e subjects had read
before) an d half \Vere "false" (sentences that th e subjects had not read before).
The "false" sentences described characters and places that \Vere described in the
sentence sets, but the infonnation conveyed in the "false" sentences \vas untrue.
For exan1ple, in one set of sentences, subjects read that The/A cnfe 1vns almost
deserted. A "false" test sentence for this set was The/A cafe 1vas cro1vded. We \vrote
eight "false" sentences to n1atch each sentence set.
The 16 "true/old" test sentences that appeared in each test list \Vere copies of
l6 sentences that subjects had read in the two sentence sets they just finished
reading. Eight "true/old" test sentences \Vere take n fro1n one set, and eight \Vere
taken fron1 the other set. Four "true/old" sentences per sentence set \Vere ta rget
sentences, and four "true/old" sentences per sentence set were prime sentences. A
"true/old" prime test sentence preceded each "true/old" target test sentence.
We created t\"Vo versions of each test list by counterbalancing whetl1er the
prime sentence preceding each target sentence was fro1n the san1e set of sentences
or fro111 tl1e other (a "different") set of sentences. For exa1nple, the prirne test
sentence, The/A stranger helped the brother and tl1e target test sentence, The/A
1nan
slo1vly were from tlle same sentence set. In contrast, tl1e p rime test
sentence, The/A student stood in line to board the/a plane and the target test
sentence, The/A man walked slo1vlywere from t\Vo different sentence sets. In each
test list, half tlle target sentences \Vere pri1ned by a sentence fron1 the same set,
a11d half \Vere primed by a senten ce fro111 a different set. ;\cross tlle t\vo versions
of the test lists, the prime sentences served both as pri111es for "same" target
sentences and as prunes for "different" target sentences. Thus, if a prime
sentence in one version \Vas from the sa111e sentence set as the target sentence, in
the oilier version it \Vas fron1 a different sentence set. The san1e test sentences
occurred in both versions of the test lists, and the only difference bet\veen the
t\vo versions \Vas the location of the prin1e sentences; in one test version a
particular prin1e sentence occurred before a ta rget sentence that \vas from the
san1e set, and in the other test version that san1e prin1e sentence occurred before
a target sentence that \vas fron1 a different sentence set. In this way, the
"true/old" target sentences and all the "fa lse/new" test sentences occurred in the
san1e position in the both versions of the test lists.
To summarize: Each of the 5 test Lists comprised 32 test sentences. Sixteen test
sentences were "false/ne\v;' and of these 16 "false/ne\v" test sentences, 8 \Vere
based on each sentence set. The remaining 16 test sentences \Vere "true/old," and
of these 16 "true/old" test sentences, 4 "true/old" sentences \Vere target sentences
from one sentence set; 4 "true/old" sentences were target sentences fron1 the other
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sentence set; 4 "true/old" sentences \Vere prime sentences from one sentence set;
and 4 "true/old" sentences were prime sentences fro1n the other sentence set.
All sentences in the test list nlatched the sentences that the subjects had read
\vith regard to the articles (i.e., for subjects \vho read the sentences ,vjth indefinite
articles, all test sentences appeared with indefinite articles, but for subjects \vho
read the sentences with the definite article the, all test sentences appeared \Vith the
defu1ite article the).
Procedure. As in Experiment l, at the beginning of the experin1ent the subjects
read instructions from a con1puter 1nonitor. T he instructions infor1ned subjects
that their task \vas to read several sets of sentences. They \Vere told that the time
they spent reading each sentence would be recorded but that they should read at
their natural pace. The subjects \Vere also told that after they read nvo sets of
sentences they \Vould be tested on how well they ren1en1bered those sentences.
They \Vere told that they \Vo uld see a list of test sentences and for each test
sentence they should decide \vhether that test sentence \Vas true or false, based on

the sentences they just read.
Before the first sentence of each set appeared, the subjects \Vere warned by the
>vords READY FOR A SET OF SENTENCES?, which appeared on their con1puter
tnonitors. When the subjects pressed a response button to indicate that they \Vere
ready, the warning disappeared, and the first sentence of the set appeared. As ii1
Experin1ent l , subjects pressed a response button each tin1e they finished reading
a sentence, and the next sentence of the set \Vottld appear.
Each time subjects fuushed reading t\vo sets of sentences, the \vords READY
FOR TEST SENTENCES? appeared on the subjects' con1puter n101utors. When
the subjects pressed a response button to indicate they were ready, the \varning
disappeared, and the first test sentence appeared. Subjects responded to each test
sentence by pressing a button labeled "TRUE:' \vhen they judged the test
sentence to be true, or by pressing a button labeled "FALSE," when they judged
the sentence to be false. After subjects responded to a!J the test sentences in a
test series (i.e., 32 test sentences}, the co1nputer displayed each subject's percentage correct.

Results and Con cl usions
First, \Ve analyzed the subjects' reading tin1es. Sentences \Vere read n1ore rapid.ly
when they contained the definite article the (M=l 973 ins; SE= 11.5 111s) than when
they contained indefuute articles (M=2085 nls; SE= 12.0 ins), F1 (l, 11 230) = 55.6,
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Figure 2. Average ve rifi ca tion latencies to "true/old"
sentences preceded by p rin1e sentences fro1n the same set of
sentences, " true/o ld" senten ces preceded by prime sentences
fron1 a differen t set o f sen tences, and "false/ne,.v" sentences

F2 (l ,155)= 76.8, minF'(l,857)=32.26. These data support the hypothesis that the
definite a.rticle the cues the structure building process of mapping.
Second, \Ve analyzed the subjects' verification perfor1nance. Figure 2 displays
the average verification latencies of subjects \vho read tl1e sentences \Vith the
definite article the (represented by the unfilled bars) and subjects \Vho read the
sentences 'vitl1 indefinite articles (represe11ted by the filled bars). As Figure 2
illustrates, subjects \vho read the sentences witl1 the definite article the, verified
"true/old" sentences 1nore rapidly \vhen those sentences \vere pruned by sentences
fro1n the sa1ne set than \vhen they \Vere pritned by sentences fro1n a different set.
This average 105 ms prinung effect \vas statistically reliable, F, (1, 35)= 16.52, F2
(1, 39)=11.17, minF'(l,73)=6.66. In contrast, subjects who read the sentences
\vith indefinite articles, did not verify "true/old" sentences n1ore rapidly \vhen the
sentences \Vere prin1ed by sentences fron1 the san1e set than \vhen they \Vere
pritned by sentences fron1 a different set. This 34 111s average prin1i11g effect \Vas
not reliably different fron1 \Vhat \vould be expected by chance, F, (1, 34)=2.97, F2
(l, 39) < 1, 1ni11F' < I.
However, as Figure 2 also iUustrates, both groups of subjects verified "true/old"
sentences 1nore rapidly than they rejected "false/ne\v" sentences, 111inF'( I, 96)=
3 1.34, for subjects \Vho read tl1e sentences \vith the defu1ite article the, and minF'( I,
98) = 11.08, for subjects \vho read the sentences with the indefinite articles. Th us,
both groups of subjects remembered the original sentences \Vell enough to correctly
reject sentences that they had not read. The aspect of perforn1ance in \Vhich the t\vo

groups differed \Vas ho\V much priming they received from sentences it1 the san1e
versus a different set. Subjects who read the sentences \Vith the definite article the
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received a statistically reliable an1ount of priming fron1 sentences frorn the sa1ne set;
subjects who read the sentences \vith indefinite articles did not receive a statistically
reliable an1ount of prin1ing fron1 sentences fro111 t he san1e set. These data support
t11e hypothesis that subjects who read the sentences with the definite article the were
n1ore likely to map the sentences onto the sa1ne 1nental structure.

General discussion
In our first exper i.ment, subjects \Vho read sentences that contained the definite
article the read those sentences significantly faster t11an did subjects \Vho read the
sa rne sentences when they contained indefinite articles. When recalling the sentences that they had read, subjects who read sentences that contained the defin.ite
article the were also more likely to integrate several sentences into a single, composite sentence, and iliey were more likely to use pronouns instead of full noun
ph1·ases. In our second experin1ent, subjects who read sentences that contained the
definite article the also read those sentences significantly niore rapidly ilian did subjects who read ilie sarne sentences \Vith indefinite articles. lr1 addition, subjects \Vho
read the sentences \viili the defu1ite article the verified the sentences that they had
read nlore rapidly \Vhen iliose sentences were preceded by a test sentence frorn the
sa1ne set of sentences rather than a test sentence fron1 a different set of sentences.
Together, these results s uggest that sentences that contain tl1e definite article
the are rnore likely to be mapped onto t11e same mental structure and should
therefore be considered as highly relevant for then1atic co1nprehension. According
to the Structure Building Fran1e\vork (Gernsbacl1er, 1990), co1nprehension
involves building inental structures and substructures to represent discourse.
v\lhen inconiing infor1nation coheres wiili previously co1nprehen ded inforn1ation,
con1prehenders n1ap tl1at inforn1ation onto t11e structur e or substructure that iliey
are currently developing. Because the d efulite article the signals referential
coherence, it cues comprehenders to n1ap a mental representation o f ilie sentence
contairling the defu1ite article the onto the larger rnental structure that represents
previo usly read o r heard sentences. T his is what invo lves the establishment and
developn1ent of a theme of the text.
C hildren as young as th ree adeptly interpret the definite article the as a signal of
referential coherence. For exan1ple, three-year olds interpret the sequence a doll
fol.lowed by the doll as referring to the same concept. Facility in producing ilie
definite article the to convey referential coherence occurs just a bit later, around age
four (Maratsos, 1976). The exa.mple of a doll foHowed by the doll illustrates a subtle
shortcoming in our experin1ental materials. We chose to present t\vo oriliogonal
conditions: one in \Vhich all ilie articles \Vere indefu1ite and the other in \vhich all
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the articles \Vere the definite the; ho\vever, our experin1ental sentences \VouJd have
been n1ore felicitous if \Ve had reserved the definite article the for concepts' second
niention. For example, instead of presenting the first sentence of one set of sentences as The siblings 1vere happ)' to be together, and the third sentence of that set as
The.famil)' stopped to rest, we could have presented the first sentence as Some siblings
were happy to be together, and the third sentence as The.family stopped to rest.
However, \Ve predict that had we reserved the definjte article the for only
subsequent n1ention, we would have observed the same results in both of our
experin1ents; indeed, the resu lts might have been more striking, because we \Vere
follo\ving convention. Murphy (1984; Experiment I) found that sentences
containing the definite article the \Vere read faster than the same senten ces
containing indefinite articles, even \Vhen tJ1e first mention of the co-referenced
noun phrase was presented \Vith a.n indefinite article. For exan1ple, after reading
the sentence, Though driving 55, Steve 1.vas passed by a triJck, subjects n1ore rapidly
read the sentence, Later, George was passed b)' the truck, too than they read the
sentence, Later, George 1vas passed by a truck, too.
Although our results, and those presented by Murphy (1984), might seen1
overly intuitive, a counter-hypothesis is that co1nprehending sentences that
contain the definjte article the should be n1ore difficult tl1an co1nprehending
sentences that contain indefinite articles. Murphy (1984) states this counterhypothesis in the follo\ving \Vay: "An alternative hypotl1esis is that the definite
article pro1npts the reader to search memory for the object being referred to,
\Vhereas the indefinite article indicates that a new object is being n1entioned, and
thus n o such search is necessary ... Therefore, indefuute reference should be
easier to co1nprehend."
One problem \Vith this counter- hypothesis is its assun1ption that
co1nprehenders must search for tl1e mental representation of a concept that is
being co-referenced \Yith the defu1ite article the. We assert, instead, tl1at speakers
and \Vriters use tl1e definite article the to 1nodify notu1 phrases \vhose con cepts are
1nost ljkely - rather tJ1an least Likely - to be accessible in readers' and bsteners'
1nental representations.
Another problem \vith this counter- hypothesis is its prediction that n1apping
a structure that represents a s ubsequent sentence onto a nlental structure that
represents a previous sentence is harder than shifting to initiate a ne1v structure to
represent that subsequent sentence. O ur Stru cture Building Frame\vork assumes
just the opposite: Mapping coherent inforn1ation onto a developing structure
should be easier than shifting to initiate a ne1v 1nental structure or substructure. In
o ther words: holding on to an established then1e should be easier than generating
a ne1v one. And a wealth of Laboratory data supports this assumption (see
Gernsbacher, 1990, C hapter 2).
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A final problen1 \vith this counter-hypothesis is that it is unsupported by the
data \Ve presented here, as \Veil as Murphy's (1984; Experiment 1) data. The
experin1ents \Ve reported here support the hypothesis that sentences containing
noun phrases modified by the definite article the ar e n1ore likely to be 1napped
onto the sa1ne 1nental structure. Beca use they are mapped onto the san1e 1nental
structure, they are read more rapidly, they are recaUed n1ore integrally, and they
are recognized n1ore easily when they are cued by their neighboring sentences.
T hus, the defu1ite article the is used as a cue to 1nap the1natic iJtfonnation onto
the same n1ental structure.
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